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Willis Green (1794?-1862) was an early Mississippi River trader engaged in 
shipping goods from Kentucky to New Orleans.  In 1818 he married Ann Allen (1795-
1877) of Shelby County, Kentucky, and they moved to Hardinsburg where he practiced 
law.  Willis purchased land, formerly owned by Spanish conspiracy plot participant 
Benjamin Sebastian in 1823, at Falls of Rough in Grayson County.  As time passed, he 
developed a farming operation, which included the construction of a sawmill and a 
gristmill.  Willis served in the U. S. House of Representatives from 1839 to 1843.  He 
also was very active in Henry Clay’s 1844 campaign for the presidency.  In 1859, Willis 
and his wife moved to Texas. 
 Nephews and nieces of Willis, children of his brother Morgan B. Green (b. 1805), 
were living with the Greens by 1845.  The children were:  Elizabeth “Lizzie,” who 
married Colonel William Short around 1853; Malvina, who married a man whose 
surname was Fleming, probably just prior to the outbreak of the Civil War; Napoleon, 
who was a railroad employee; and Lafayette (1835-1907), who was educated at 
Lexington and studied law under J. W. Bickers of Rumsey.  In addition, Lafayette 
worked in various Louisville merchandising establishments, receiving training that 
helped prepare him to manage the Falls of Rough operations.  Because of his uncle’s 
declining health, Lafayette became the family’s financial head.  He also served in the 
State House of Representatives from 1859 to 1861.  Following his uncle’s death in 1862 
and while the Civil War was raging, Lafayette went to Texas to accompany his aunt 
back to Kentucky and to bring his uncle’s body back for reinterment. 
 In 1866 Lafayette married Rebecca Eleanor “Ella” Scott (1841-1896), daughter of 
Robert Wilmot Scott (1808-1884) and Elizabeth Watts (Brown) Scott (1811-1886) of 
Frankfort.  The Greens had five children:  Elizabeth (1868-1869), Willis (1870-1944), 
Preston Scott (1877-1945), Jennie Scott (1879-1965), and Robert Scott (1882-1943).  
Lafayette and his sons increased operations and began new ones at Falls of Rough, 
which included lumbering, flour milling, selling tobacco, raising Shetland ponies, a post 
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office, a bank, and a general store.  Because of their transportation needs for business 
purposes and to provide passenger service, a railroad line was extended to Falls of 
Rough in 1891.  Their house, which was built of homegrown products (stone that was 
cut on the place and lumber that was cut and dressed at the mill), was a beautiful manor 
dwelling.  Ella and her daughter Jennie were gracious hostesses, entertaining many 
friends and acquaintances through the years. 
 The children were educated at home by teachers employed by their parents, and 
later attended various private schools in Louisville, Princeton, and Danville.  All three 
sons were Centre College students; but Jennie, while in her teens, terminated her 
formal education and remained at home to assist her ailing mother with management of 
the house and family.  None of the children ever married.  After her brothers died, 





 Robert Wilmot Scott (1808-1884) was born in Bourbon County, Kentucky, 
attended Transylvania University, studied law in Frankfort, and established his practice 
there in 1830.  Because of poor health, he gave up his law practice and concentrated on 
farming in nearby Franklin County at his home place “Scotland,” which originally was 
named “Locust Hill.”  Scott specialized in stock and sheep raising and was very active in 
state-wide agricultural matters and in school affairs.  In 1831 he married Elizabeth Watts 
Brown (1811-1886), and they had nine children (seven of whom reached maturity).  In 
his latter years, Scott retired from stock farming and began experimenting with the 
growing of citrus fruit in Florida. 
 Their oldest son, Preston Brown Scott (1832-1900) became a doctor, practiced 
medicine in Mississippi before the Civil War, served as a surgeon for the Confederacy, 
and settled in Louisville.  In 1862 he married Jane E. Campbell (1840-1907), and they 
had five children.  The three children who married were:  Jane Porter Scott (1865-1928), 
who married Frank Woodruff of Atlanta; Campbell Scott (1869-1960), an engineer who 
married Nellie Mansfield Smith (d. 1949); and Rumsey Wing Scott (b. 1876), who 
married Eugenia “Jean” Jefferson (d. 1958). 
 John Orlando Scott (1837-1907), another son of the Robert Wilmot Scotts, also 
was a physician who began his practice in Owensboro and who served with the 
Confederates during the Civil War.  Later, because of poor health, John moved to 
Texas.  He married Ellen Melvin and they had four children:  Louise Graham Scott 
(1866-1953), who married Edward Joseph Perry (1860-1923); Robert Wilmot Scott 
(1869-1903); Preston Brown Scott (1871-1955), who married Mamie Cotter; and 
Stewart Scott (d. 1941), whose wife’s first name was Tassie. 
 Other children of the Robert Wilmot Scotts include Mary Brown Scott (1839-
1885) who married Samuel Ire Monger Major (1830-1866), printer of the Kentucky 
Yeoman in Frankfort.  Their surviving child was S. I. M. Major, Jr. (1877-1952).  Ella 
Scott married Lafayette Green (see Green family biography).  Elizabeth (1843-1925) 
never married.  Louise Rucks Scott (1845-1920) married Edward Rumsey Wing (1843-
1874), a promising young lawyer who was appointed minister to Ecuador in 1870, 
serving in that capacity until his death.  In 1893 Louise’s second marriage was to her 
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cousin, William Campbell Preston Breckinridge (1837-1904).  There were no children by 
either marriage.  The youngest daughter, Henrietta “Etta” Reese Scott (1849-1929), 
married David Mitchell (d. 1900), an army doctor. 
 For the third and fourth generations of the Robert Wilmot Scott family, consult the 
genealogical data in Series II, Box 1, Folder 5, and in Series IV, Box 13, Folder 11. 
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 The Green Collection consists chiefly of correspondence, business records, and 
66 account books of the Green Family.  Included also is correspondence of the Robert 
Wilmot Scott family. 
 The collection is divided into five series.  Series I includes the papers from 1814 
to 1861 of Willis Green, and there are approximately 370 letters written to Green while 
he served in the U. S. Congress.  The letters mainly concern Henry Clay’s 1844 
presidential candidacy and business and political matters. 
 Series II is comprised of the family correspondence of Lafayette and Ella (Scott) 
Green and consists of about 2,000 items dating from 1850 to 1904.  Included are letters 
written to Ella from her family and her husband’s family; Scott family correspondence 
including personal and business papers of her father, Robert W. Scott; Scott 
genealogical material; and Lafayette Green’s personal correspondence and business 
papers. 
 Series III contains about 650 letters dated from 1881 to 1943 of Lafayette and 
Ella S. Green, the Green and Scott families, and miscellaneous correspondence and 
papers of Willis, Preston and Robert Green. 
 Series IV is composed of papers and correspondence of Jennie Scott Green or 
about her, dating from 1892 to 1971, and includes over 5,000 letters written to Jennie 
from the Green and Scott families; special school-day friends in Louisville and 
Princeton; acquaintances she made in her travels to Naples, Florida, to Wequetonsing, 
Michigan, to Chautauqua, New York, and to Germany; former Falls of Rough residents; 
and various charitable organizations.  Papers also include genealogical notes and 
charts, clippings, cards, invitations, programs, and biographical data. 
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 Series V consists of the Green family’s 66 account books dating from 1855 to 
1947, which include general store accounts; cash books; bank ledger and deposit book; 
tobacco, sawmill, gristmill, and produce accounts; hand’s ledger; and post office (money 




Barret, Rosa (Robinson), 1872-1955 
Beard, Agnes 
Beard, Sallie (Murray) 
Bickel, Mattalea (Mourning), b. 1903 
Boyd, Louise (Smith) 
Breckinridge, Louise Rucks (Scott) Wing, 1845-1920 
Brown, Bart A., d. 1978 
Bush, Evelyn Russell (Board), 1871-1962 
Clingman, Elizabeth Florence (Core) “Bessie”, 1885-1971 
Corbusier, Ida (Edwards), b. 1880 
Cort, Violet Berkeley (Price) 
Dyer, Azro 
Ericson, Nancy (Chadwich) 
Filson Club 
Fleming, Malvina (Green), d. 1893 
Fogle, Alice (Porter), 1889?-1974 
Freeman, Ethel (Cutter) 
Green, Ann (Allen), 1795-1877 
Green, Jennie Scott, 1879-1965 
Green, Lafayette, 1835-1907 
Green, Preston Scott, 1877-1945 
Green, Rebecca Eleanor (Scott) “Ella”, 1841-1896 
Green, Robert Scott, 1882-1943 
Green, Willis, 1794?-1862 
Green, Willis, 1870-1944 
Haldeman, Anne Bruce, b.1903 
Haldeman, Annie Ford (Milton), 1873-1949 
Hamill, Josephine F., d. 1947 
Haynes, Fay T. (Kendall) 
Henderson, Wathen Board, 1877-1957 
Herndon, Elizabeth (Chandler), b. 1878? 
Higgins, Josephine (P.) 
Hilliard, Edward Hobbs, 1882-1965 
Hilliard, Nanine (Irwin) 
Holbrook, Mary (Smith) 
Jolly, Jessie 
Keely, May Bodine (Walker), b. 1888 
Knowles, Chester A., b. 1933 
McFerran, Josephine, d. 1952 
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Major, Samuel Ire Monger, Jr., 1877-1952 
Moore, Mary (Taylor) Leiper, 1885-1973 
Moorman, Aubrey, 1892-1954 
Moorman, Henry DeHaven, 1880-1939 
Moorman, Margaret (Hughes), b. 1897 
Newman, Helen, b. 1904 
Noyes, Edmund H. 
Parrent, Sarah 
Perry, Louise Graham (Scott), 1866-1953 
Perry, Mary Ellen, 1891-1965 
Peter, Edith (Marshall) 
Porter, Elliot C., b. 1900 
Ritenour, Margaret Craig (Richmond) 
Robertson, Anne Elizabeth 
Robinson, Preston Johnston 
Scott, Campbell, 1869-1960 
Scott, Elizabeth Watts (Brown), 1811-1886 
Scott, Robert Wilmot, 1808-1884 
Scott, Rumsey Wing, b. 1876 
Scott, Stewart Melvin, b. 1926 
Short, Elizabeth (Green) “Lizzie” 
Short, George Ford, b. 1889? 
Short, Willis Green 
Smith, Shell R. 
Stewart, Joseph Adger, 1877-1954 
Stotesbury, Louis William, 1870-1948 





SERIES  I Willis Green, 1794?-1862 
   
BOX  1 Willis Green - Papers 1814-1861 252 items 
 
Folder  1 Willis Green - Incoming letters 1814-1839 34 items 
 
Folder  2 Willis Green - Incoming letters 1840-1961 75 items 
 
Folder  3 Willis Green - Letters (2) and speech 1844; 1849; 3 items 
   1859? 
 
Folder  4 Willis Green - Miscellaneous business 1819-1856 118 items 
  and legal papers 
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Folder  5 Willis Green - Political papers 1839-1842 5 items 
  including election certificates, speech, 
  circular, report, and president’s 
  message 
 
Folder  6 Willis Green - Papers including 1815-1853 17 items 
  land and property items, 1832-1837, 
  and Isaac Green’s discharge papers, 
  1815-1853 
 
 
SERIES  II Lafayette and Ella (Scott) Green 1850-1904 2038 items 
  Family Correspondence 
 
BOX  1 Ella (Scott) Green - Correspondence 1853-1896 240 items 
 
Folder  1 Ella Scott - Composition book used at 1853 1 item 
  Locust Hill Seminary 
 
Folder  2 Lafayette Green - Letters to Ella 1865-1886 51 items 
  (Scott) Green 
 
Folder  3 Willis, Preston, and Jennie Green -  1884-1894 7 items 
  Letters to their mother, Ella (Scott) 
  Green 
 
Folder  4 Scott family - Letters to Ella (Scott) 1859-1896 73 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  5 Ella (Scott) Green - Letters to Scott 1854-1895 16 items 
  family 
 
Folder  6 Green family - Letters to Ella (Scott) 1867-1879 30 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  7 Ella (Scott) Green - Miscellaneous 1864-1896 62 items 
  correspondence 
 
 
BOX  2 Scott Family Correspondence 1853-1898 122 items 
  and Robert W. Scott Papers 
 
Folder  1 Scott family - Miscellaneous 1853-1898 64 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  2 Robert W. Scott - Farm account book 1869-1873 1 item; 250p. 
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Folder  3 Robert W. Scott - Papers and corres- 1872-1873 38 items 
  pondence about Florida property 
 
Folder  4 Robert W. Scott - Writing about early n.d. 2 items 
  Kentucky schools 
 
Folder  5 Scott family - Genealogical material n.d. 2 items 
 
Folder  6 Robert W. Scott - Farm data 1867-1885 15 items 
 
 
BOX  3 Lafayette Green - Correspondence 1850?-1904 406 items 
 
Folder  1 Ella (Scott) Green - Letters to 1865-1895 95 items 
  Lafayette Green 
 
Folder  2 Willis, Preston, Jennie and Robert 1885-1900 34 items 
  Green - Letters to their father, 
  Lafayette Green 
 
Folder  3 Green family - Letters  to Lafayette 1850?-1887 73 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  4 Green family - Letters to Lafayette 1888-1898 92 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  5 Scott family - Letters to Lafayette 1866-1904 101 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  6 Lafayette Green - Letters to Robert W. 1866-1886 6 items 
  Scott (5) and Elizabeth (Green) Scott 
 
Folder  7 Ann (Allen) Green - Letters from  1865-1866; 5 items 
  Elizabeth (Green) Short and Lucy? n.d. 
 
 
BOX  4 Lafayette Green - Incoming letters 1850-1898 614 items 
 
Folder  1 Lafayette Green - Letters from Sue 1859-1862?; 4 items 
  Magoffin 
 
Folder  2 Lafayette Green - Letters from 1884-1898 39 items 
  William D. Ballard 
 
Folder  3 Lafayette Green - Letters from Green 1884-1887 3 items 
  and Barren River Navigation Company 
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Folder  4 Lafayette Green - Letters from  1883-1885 9 items 
  Kentucky Military Institute about 
  Willis Green 
 
Folder  5 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1850-1879 108 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  6 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1880-1884 109 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  7 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1885-1886 127 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  8 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1887-1889 129 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  9 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1890-1891 86 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
 
BOX  5 Lafayette Green - Miscellaneous 1863-1906 656 items 
  correspondence and business 
  papers 
 
Folder  1 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1892 135 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  2 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1893-1895 92 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  3 Lafayette Green - Incoming 1896-1906 93 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  4 Lafayette Green - Incoming undated n.d. 21 items 
  letters 
Folder  5 Lafayette Green - Outgoing 1880-1889 6 items 
  miscellaneous letters 
 
Folder  6 Miscellaneous correspondence -  1882-1887 16 items 
  Addressed to Falls of Rough, not 
  to Lafayette Green 
 
Folder  7 Lafayette Green - Miscellaneous 1867-1904 15 items 
  items including State Senate election 
  certificate, 1881; membership cards 
  (7); passes (7); notebooks (3); 1882 
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  autograph album; State Senate program; 
  and dedication program of A&M College, 
  Lexington 
 
Folder  8 Lafayette Green - Business papers 1863-1885 89 items 
 
Folder  9 Lafayette Green - Business papers 1886-1898 145 items 
 
Folder 10 Business advertisements 1877-1892 44 items 
 
 
SERIES III Willis, Preston and Robert Green - 1881-1943 646 items 
  Papers 
 
BOX  1 Willis Green - Correspondence 1881-1889 342 items 
 
Folder  1 Willis Green - Letters from Ella (Scott) 1883-1889 79 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  2 Willis Green - Letters from Lafayette 1883-1906 36 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  3 Willis Green - Letters from the Scott 1881-1943 49 items 
  family 
 
Folder  4 Willis Green - Letters from the Green 1886-1910 20 items 
  family 
 
Folder  5 Willis Green - Correspondence, 1884-1887 89 items 
  miscellaneous 
 
Folder  6 Willis Green - Correspondence, 1888-1889 69 items 
  miscellaneous 
 
 
BOX  2 Willis, Preston and Robert Green -  1886-1949 304 items 
  Miscellaneous correspondence and 
  papers 
 
Folder  1 Willis Green - Miscellaneous  1890-1892 83 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  2 Willis Green - Miscellaneous 1896-1949 114 items 
  correspondence 
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Folder  3 Willis Green - Miscellaneous n.d. 38 items 
  correspondence (undated and 
  partial letters) 
 
Folder  4 Willis Green - Speech, compositions 1886-1889 8 items 
  and grades while at Centre College 
 
Folder  5 Preston Green - Incoming letters 1888-1929 10 items 
 
Folder  6 Robert Scott Green - Papers 1896-1943 51 items 
 
 
SERIES  IV Jennie Green - Correspondence 1866-1971 5,234 items 
  and papers 
 
BOX  1 Jennie Green and family -  1892-1960 327 items 
  Correspondence and papers 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Correspondence, 1895-1960 68 items 
  essays and notes 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Lafayette 1892-1907 22 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Ella (Scott) 1892-1895; 17 items 
  Green n.d. 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Willis 1894-1935 23 items 
  Green 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Preston 1894-1941 15 items  
  and Robert Green 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from George 1933-1960 82 items 
  Ford Short, Emma (Reed) Short and 
  Allie Belle Trent Short 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from the Short 1899-1960 32 items 
  family 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from the  1940-1960 29 items 
  Robertson family 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous incoming 1907-1959 39 items 
  family letters 
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BOX  2 Jennie Green - Scott Family  1898-1962 440 items 
  incoming letters 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Samuel 1898-1951 43 items 
  Ire Monger Major, Jr. 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Mary 1932-1957 36 items 
  Agnes (Wilson) Major 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Etta 1907-1948 88 items 
  (Mitchell) Wiley and Burnett Wiley 
 
Folder  4 Correspondence - Estate settlements 1915-1928 11 items 
  of Louise (Scott) Wing Breckinridge 
  and Elizabeth Scott 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Jennie 1907 3 items 
  (Scott) Woodruff and Frank Woodruff 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Campbell 1907-1955 70 items 
  Scott, Nellie (Smith) Scott, Preston 
  Brown Scott, Mary Alice (Scott) 
  Swenson, Reginals and Eleanor 
  (Scott) Cauchois, and Reginald, Jr., 
  and Marian Andrews 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Campbell 1956-1961 81 item 
  Scott family 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from Rumsey 1907-1962 78 items 
  Scott, Jean (Jefferson) Scott, Thomas 
  and Betty (Linn) Scott 
 
 
BOX  3 Jennie Green - Scott family 1928-1962 318 items 
  (of Texas) incoming letters 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Preston 1944-1958 13 items 
  Brown Scott, Mamie (Cotter) Scott, 
  Preston Brown Scott, Jr., and Jessie 
  Scott 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Louise 1928-1949 60 items 
  (Scott) Perry 
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Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Ellen 1941-1951 59 items 
  Perry 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Ellen and 1952-1956 48 items 
  Melanie Perry 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Stewart 1940-1958 26 items 
  and Virginia (Coombs) Perry 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Edward 1951-1962 51 items; 
  Joseph Perry, Jr., and Marjorie (Lewis) 13 photos 
  Perry, Marjorie (Perry) Rauch, Mary 
  Eleanor (Perry) McGee and Russell 
  McGee 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Stewart 1951-1961 48 items 
  Melvin Scott 
 
 
BOX  4 Jennie Green - Special 1893-1963 455 items 
  Correspondents:  A-D 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Sallie 1893-1962 45 items 
  (Murray) Beard, Allen Murray Beard, 
  and Graham E. Beard 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from George 19361959 46 items 
  Robert Bickel and Mattalea 
  (Mourning) Bickel 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Amelia 1943-1962 23 items 
  (Bird) Mulkern Abell, Stoner Abell, 
  and Lorena Bird 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Florence 1931-1962 31 items 
  (Stine) Bridges, Gordon (Bridges) 
  Beckler and Gordon Faries Beckler 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Bart A. 1944-1962 29 items 
  Brown 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Annie H. 1946-1963 36 items 
  Brown, Knox Brown, Jr., Miriam 
  (Blackburn) Brown, and Joe Blackburn 
  Brown 
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Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Evelyn R. 1942-1961 29 items 
  (Board) Bush, Evelyn (Bush) Palmer 
  and William P. Palmer 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from Nancy 1954-1962 39 items 
  (Chadwick) Ericson and W. B. Mollard 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green - Letters from Frank 1945-1959 11 items 
  Leslie Chelf 
 
Folder 10 Jennie Green - Letters from Charles 1948-1963 35 items 
  and Bessie (Core) Clingman 
 
Folder 11 Jennie Green - Letters from Ida H. 1906-1960 98 items 
  Edwards, Ida (Edwards) Corbusier, 
  Billy Corbusier, Phyllis (Corbusier) 
  Pierson, Eleanor (Moore) Corbusier, 
  and Dorothy (Pierson) Kerig 
 
Folder 12 Jennie Green - Letters from Alice B. 1907-1959 18 items 
  Crutcher 
 
Folder 13 Jennie Green - Letters from Andre 1946-1958 15 items 
  and Roa (Higgin) duBord 
 
 
BOX  5 Jennie Green - Special 1926-1963 545 items 
  correspondents:  F-Ham 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Falls of 1929-1960 84 items 
  Rough employees and families, i.e., 
  Agnes, Barbara, and Carolyn Beard; 
  also letters to Agnes Beard about 
  Jennie Green 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Falls of  1933-1962 57 items 
  Rough employees and families, i.e., 
  Tom, Deliah, Tommy, Bobby, and 
  Leon Davis; Arbie and Palmer 
  Eskridge; Robert Bird, and Arthur and 
  Gwin Spaulding 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from the Filson 1950-1956 15 items 
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Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Alice  1948-1954 46 items 
  (Porter) Fogle, Dannie and David 
  Fogle and Martha (Fogle) Summers 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Leon and 1933-1959 29 items 
  Ethel (Cutler) Freeman and Condict 
  (Freeman) Hyde 
 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Urith 1942-1961 28 items 
  Lawrence Gaar and Isabelle w. 
  Kinniard 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Genealogical letters 1939-1963 58 items 
  from Myrtle Cooper, Mary (Scott) 
  Grafton, Luncinda Kennedy, et al. 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from the 1926-1962 151 items 
  Haldeman family (Louisville):  Bruce 
  and Annie (Milton) Haldeman, Walter 
  and Jane (Norton) Haldeman, Anne 
  Bruce Haldeman, Lou Leland, 
  Florence (Haldeman) Price, Violet 
  (Price) Cort, Elizabeth (Haldeman) 
  Campbell Hilliard, and Elizabeth 
  (Campbell) Gawthorp 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green - Letters from Josephine 1931-1959 77 items 
  F. Hamill and Molly (Hamill) Ordwar 
 
 
BOX  6 Jennie Green - Special 1891-1962 379 items 
  correspondents:  Hay-Hill 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Fay T. 1948-1961 77 items 
  (Kendall) Haynes 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from George 1939-1959 17 items 
  Albert Haynes and Lois Haynes 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Wathen 1901-1957 64 items 
  B. Henderson and Esther B.  
  Henderson 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Elizabeth 1891-1954 57 items 
  (Chandler) Herndon 
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Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Elizabeth 1955-1962 60 items 
  (Chandler) Herndon 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Josephine 1931-1962 82 items 
  P. Higgins and Jane Pickerill 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Edward 1937-1958 22 items 
  Hobbs Hilliard and Nanine (Irwin) 
  Hilliard 
 
 
BOX  7 Jennie Green - Special 1903-1966 433 items 
  correspondents:  Jol-New 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Jessie 1903-1907; 67 items 
  and Percy Jolly 1943-1962 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Chester 1956-1959 48 items 
A. Knowles 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Liberty 1939-1966 83 items 
  Hall personnel and Sarah Parrent 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from C. Burr 1940-1949 15 items 
  and Maud Alice McCaughen 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Josephine 1944-1952 26 items 
  McFerran 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Chastine 1893-1907; 26 items 
  (MacGregor) Sprauge and Mathilde 1944-1962 
  (MacGregor) Huston 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Grace 1931-1950 20 items 
  Merrill, Laurie Merrill and Anne 
  Holloway 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from Mary 1947-1953 61 items 
  (Taylor) Leiper Moore 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green - Letters from Aubrey 1950-1962 67 items 
  and Margaret (Hughes) Moorman 
 
Folder 10 Jennie Green - Letters from Henry 1907-1918 12 items 
  DeHaven Moorman 
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Folder 11 Jennie Green - Letters from Helen 1904-1907; 63 items 
  Newman, Helen (Armstrong) 1939-1962 
  Browne 
 
 
BOX  8 Jennie Green - Special 1907-1962 408 items 
  correspondents:  Noy-Smith 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Edmund 1909-1914 32 items 
  H. Noyes 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Arthur and 1907-1960 60 items 
  Edith (Marshall) Peter, (Humphrey) 
  Marshall Peter, Arthur J. Peter and 
  Roberta Marshall 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from Elliott C. 1951-1962 50 items 
  Porter 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from Margaret 1896-1939 23 items 
  (Richmond) Ritenour and John C. 
  Richmond 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from Anne 1933-1962 71 items 
  Elizabeth Robertson, Blanche E. 
  Robertson, Lucy T. Robertson and 
  J. R. Layman 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Rosa 1943-1955 37 items 
  (Robinson) Barret and Preston 
  Johnston Robinson 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Louise 1926-1962 88 items 
  (Smith) Boyd and Mary (Smith) 
  Holbrook 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from Nancy 1928-1959 47 items 
  (Smith) Snyder and Simon and 
  Marion H. Smith 
 
 
BOX  9 Jennie Green - Special 1894-1962 392 items 
  correspondents:  Smith-Walker 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Letters from Shell R. 1894-1933 21 items 
  Smith 
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Folder  2 Jennie Green - Letters from Mildred 1944-1960 16 items 
  Sparrow 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Letters from George 1937-1949 30 items 
  and Grace Stanford, George Stanford 
  and Katherine Morris 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Letters from J. Adger 1939-1944 44 items 
  Stewart 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Letters from J. Adger 1945-1953 51 items 
  Stewart 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Letters from Annie 1931-1953 10 items 
  Mary Stone 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Letters from Louis 1922-1927 17 items 
  William Stotesbury 
 
Folder  8 Jennie Green - Letters from Alice E. 1943-1957 8 items 
  Trabue 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green - Letters from May 1937-1949 65 items 
  Bodine (Walker) Keely 
 
Folder 10 Jennie Green - Letters from May 1950-1954 62 items 
  Bodine (Walker) Keely 
 
Folder 11 Jennie Green - Letters from May 1939-1962 68 items 
  Bodine (Walker) Keely and Lindsey 
  (Walker) Crayton 
 
 
BOX 10 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1891-June 1944 387 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1891-1902 41 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1903-1907 66 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1908-1915 61 items 
  correspondence 
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Folder  4 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1916-1931 41 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1932-1939 53 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous  1940-1942 57 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1943-July 1944 68 items 
  correspondence 
 
 
BOX 11 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous July 1944-1953 472 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous July 1944-1946 79 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1947-1948 73 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  3 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1949 59 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1950 43 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1951 72 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1952 67 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1953 79 items 
  correspondence 
 
 
BOX 12 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1954-1964 517 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  1 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1954-1955 84 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  2 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1956-1957 114 items 
  correspondence 
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Folder  3 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous  1958 82 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  4 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1959 61 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  5 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1960 47 items 
  correspondence 
 
Folder  6 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous 1961-1964 88 items 
  correspondence 
 
 
Folder  7 Jennie Green - Miscellaneous n.d. 41 items 
  correspondence 
 
 
BOX 13 Jennie Green and family -  1866-1971 161 items 
  Miscellaneous notes and printed 
  items 
 
Folder  1 Genealogical notes - Scott and Green n.d. 7 items 
  families; Green family chart 
 
Folder  2 Clippings - Miscellaneous 1867-1963 32 items 
 
Folder  3 Cards, bills, and addresses (France, 1912 34 items 
  Germany and Italy) 
 
Folder  4 Invitations, commencement and 1866-1949 46 items 
  wedding cards 
 
Folder  5 Henry Davis McHenry, Jr. - Memorial 1887 1 item 
  pamphlet 
 
Folder  6 Centre College - Commencement 1891 1 item 
  program 
 
Folder  7 Princeton Collegiate Institute -  1895-1899 5 items 
  Recital and commencement programs 
 
Folder  8 Christ Church Cathedral (Louisville) -  n.d.; 1958-1963 8 items 
  Calendars 
 
Folder  9 Jennie Green? - Sketch n.d. 1 item 
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Folder 10 Ration book; postcard of Naples Hotel; 1940s-1959 6 items 
  poem about Naples, etc. 
 
Folder 11 Brown family - Genealogy n.d. 3 items 
 
Folder 12 Biographical material and data 1884-1971 17 items 
  relevant to the Green Collection 
 
 
SERIES  V Account books - Falls of Rough 1855-1947 66 items 
 
BOX  1 Store accounts 1862-1880 2 items 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (13 ½ in.) 1862-1871 1 item, 544p. 
 
Folder  2 Ledger (14 in.) 1869-1880 1 item, 619p. 
 
 
BOX  2 Store accounts 1864-1870 1 item 
 
Folder  1 Daybook (16 ½ in.) 1864-1870 1 item, 713p. 
 
 
BOX  3 Store accounts 1870-1881 5 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (13 ½ in.) 1870-1874 1 item, 460p. 
 
Folder  2 Daybook (16 ¾ in.) 1871-1876 1 item, 288p. 
 
Folder  3 Daybook (17 in.) 1874-1881 1 item, 480p. 
 
Folder  4 Daybook (12 in.) 1876-1877 1 item, 200p. 
 
Folder  5 Daybook (11 ½ in.) May-Sept. 1877 1 item, 200p. 
 
 
BOX  4 Store accounts 1877-1880 5 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Daybook (16 ½ in.) 1877-1880 1 item, 800p. 
 
Folder  2 Daybook (11 ½ in.) Jan.-Apr. 1878 1 item, ca. 
    200p. 
 
Folder  3 Daybook (14 ½ in.) Jun.-Oct. 1879 1 item, 190p. 
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Folder  4 Daybook (15 in.) 1879-1880 1 item, 192p. 
 
Folder  5 Daybook (15 in.) Mar.-Sept. 1880 1 item, 192p. 
 
 
BOX  5 Store accounts 1878-1883 1 item 
 
Folder  1 Invoice file (15 in.) 1878-1883 1 item, ca. 
    150p. 
 
 
BOX  6 Store accounts 1880-1885 2 items 
 
Folder  1 Journal (13 ½ in.) 1880-1881 1 item, 720p. 
 
Folder  2 Journal (14 in.) 1881-1885 1 item, 720p. 
 
 
BOX  7 Store accounts 1882-1890 4 items 
 
Folder  1 Journal (12 in.) 1882-1883 1 item, 259p. 
 
Folder  2 Journal (12 ¾ in.) 1885-1887 1 item, 600p. 
 
Folder  3 Store inventories and goods wanted 1886-1890 1 item, 192p. 
  list (15 in.) 
 
Folder  4 Journal (12 ¾ in.) 1887-1889 1 item, 600p. 
 
 
BOX  8 Store accounts 1889-1895 2 items 
 
Folder  1 Journal (14 in.) 1889-1891 1 item, 636p. 
 
Folder  2 Journal (14 in.) 1893-1895 1 item, 472p. 
 
 
BOX  9 Store accounts 1890-1896 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Merchandise ledger (15 ¾ in.) 1890-1896 1 item, 423p. 
 
 
BOX 10 Store accounts 1892-1893 1 item 
BSB 
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Folder  1 Store accounts (15 ½ in.) 1892-1893 1 item, 472p. 
 
 
BOX 11 Store accounts 1893-1896 2 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (15 ¼ in.) 1893-1896 1 item, 472p. 
 
Folder  2 Journal (14 in.) 1895-1896 1 item, 500p. 
 
 
BOX 12 Store accounts 1896-1900 2 items 
 
Folder  1 Journal (14 in.) 1896-1898 1 item, 498p. 
 
Folder  2 Journal (13 in.) 1898-1900 1 item, 352p. 
 
 
BOX 13 Store accounts 1908 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (15 ¾ in.) 1908 1 item, 423p. 
 
 
BOX 14 Store accounts 1909-1910 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (15 ½ in.) 1909-1910 1 item, 548p. 
 
 
BOX 15 Store accounts 1912-1913 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (15 ½ in.) 1912-1913 1 item, 544p. 
 
 
BOX 16 Store accounts 1913-1914 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (16 in.) 1913-1914 1 item, 431p. 
 
 
BOX 17 Store accounts 1914-1915 1 item 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Ledger (16 in.) 1914-1915 1 item, 545p. 
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BOX 18 Cash books 1885-1933 5 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Cash book (7 ½ in.) 1885-1903 1 item, 200p. 
 
Folder  2 Cash book (12 ½ in.) 1885-1889 1 item, 80p. 
 
Folder  3 Cash book (12 in.) 1889-1892 1 item, 200p. 
 
Folder  4 Cash book (12 ½ in.) 1892-1896 1 item, 100p. 
 
Folder  5 Cash book (16 in.) 1932-1933 1 item, 152p. 
 
 
BOX 19 Rough River Bank 1906-1911 2 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Index to individual ledger (16 in.) n.d. 1 item, 60p. 
 
Folder  2 Individual ledger (18 in.) 1906-1911 1 item, 556p. 
 
 
BOX 20 Rough River Bank 1906-1956 3 items 
BSB 
 
Folder  1 Deposit book (17 in.) 1906-1911 1 item, 207p. 
 
 
Folder  2 Daily statements (16 in.) 1909-1911; 1 item, ca. 
1954-1955 200p. 
 
Folder  3 Remittance register (17 ½ in.) 1910-1912; 1 item, 80p. 
   1955-1956 
 
 
BOX 21 Tobacco, sawmill, produce and 1855-1947 10 items 
BSB  gristmill accounts 
 
Folder  1 Tobacco book (12 ¼ in.) 1855-1881 1 item, 136p. 
 
Folder  2 Tobacco and farm accounts (11 ½ in.) 1870-1884 1 item, ca. 
    100p. 
Folder  3 Tobacco and general accounts 1871-1881 1 item, 106p. 
  (12 ¼ in.) 
 
Folder  4 Sawmill accounts (12 in.) 1896-1898 1 item, 186p. 
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Folder  5 Sawmill and produce accounts 1903-1906 1 item, 162p. 
  (12 in.) 
 
Folder  6 Produce account book (12 in.) 1918-1922 1 item, 184p. 
 
Folder  7 Journal of mill accounts (12 ¼ in.) Jan.-July 1898 1 item, 100p. 
 
Folder  8 Journal of mill accounts (12 ¼ in.) July-Dec. 1898 1 item, 94p. 
 
Folder  9 Journal of mill accounts (11 ½ in.) 1899-1902 1 item, 325p. 
 
Folder 10 Ledger of accounts - Falls of Rough 1943-1947 1 item, 152p. 
  roller mills (10 ¼ in.) 
 
 
BOX 22 Hands ledger 1880-1892 3 items 
 
Folder  1 Hands ledger (12 in.) 1880-1881 1 item, 96p. 
 
Folder  2 Hands ledger (12 ½ in.) 1883-1885 1 item, 292p. 
 
Folder  3 Hands ledger (12 ¾ in.) 1891-1892 1 item, 428p. 
 
 
BOX 23 Hands ledger 1888-1891 1 item 
 
Folder  1 Hands ledger (14 in.) 1888-1891 1 item, 588p. 
 
 
BOX 24 Post office accounts 1903-1917 2 items 
 
Folder  1 Register of money orders advices 1903-1907 1 item, 8p. 
  received (12 ¾ in.) 
 
Folder  2 Cash book domestic money order 1908-1917 1 item, ca. 
  office (12 ¾ in.)  200p. 
 
 
BOX 25 Post office accounts 1914-1930 7 items 
 
Folder  1 Money order register (13 ¼ in.) 1914-1930 1 item, 90p. 
 
Folder  2 Money order cash book (13 ¾ in.) 1921-1922 1 item, 29p. 
 
Folder  3 Money order register (13 ¾ in.) 1922-1923 1 item, ca. 
    100p. 
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Folder  4 Money order register (13 ¾ in.) 1923-1924 1 item, ca. 
    100p. 
 
Folder  5 District post office cash book 1924-1927 1 item, ca. 
  (13 ½ in.)  100p. 
 
Folder  6 Money order register (13 ¾ in.) 1928-1929 1 item, ca. 
    100p. 
 
Folder  7 Money order register (13 ¾ in.) 1929-1930 1 item. ca. 





MSS GREEN Collection - Falls of Rough 1814-1971 
   49 
   Correspondence of the Green family, Falls 
  of Rough, Kentucky, including business papers and 
  account books, and correspondence of several 
  generations of the Robert Wilmot Scott family, originally 
  of Frankfort, Kentucky. 
   43 boxes.  139 folders.  8,236 items.  Originals. 





Abell, Amelia (Bird) Mulkern, d. 1960       IV,4,3 
Abell, Stoner J.         IV,4,3 
Account books - Farm, 1869-1873 - Scott, Robert W.           II,2,2 
Account books - Cash books - Falls of Rough, 1885-1933          V,18 
Account books - Gristmill           V,21,7-10 
Account books - Hands ledgers            V,22&23 
Account books - Post office - Falls of Rough         V,24&25 
Account books - Produce           V,21,5&6 
Account books - Rough River Bank          V,19&20 
Account books - Sawmill          V,21,4&5 
Account books - Store accounts - Falls of Rough, 1862-1915            V,1-17 
Account books - Tobacco          V,21,1-3 
Advertisements - Business, 1877-1892         II,5,10 
African Americans - Attitude towards, 1895          IV1,4 
African Americans - Attitude towards, 1939         IV,8,2 
African Americans - Attitude towards, 1961           IV,1,1b 
Agricultural and Mechanical College - Lexington - Dedication program, 1882 II,5,7 
Allen, Alfred, d. 1814          II,3,3&4;V 
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Allen, Horace           II,3,3&4 
Allen, Rebecca D.          IV,10,4 
America First Committee, 1939-1941        IV,8,2 
American Red Cross - Breckinridge County         IV,11,3&6; IV,12,5&6 
Amiguet, Robert         IV,10,3 
Anderson, Marian - Controversy - Comments on, 1939         IV,8,2 
Andrea Doria, 1956         IV,2,7 
Andrews, Marian E.         IV,2,6&7 
Antiques       IV,4,8&13; IV,10,4; IV,11,6&7 
Anti-Semitism, 1939        IV,8,2 
Arkansas - Elections and election campaigns, 1886    III,1,5 
Aubry, Eleanor Wadworth (Cauchois), 1916-1949?          IV,2,6 
Autographs - Collections - Albums and Books - State Senate, 1882         I,5,7 
 
Babbage, John D., b. 1845            II,1,7 
Ballard, William D.           II,4,2 
Banks and banking - Louisville           IV,4,5 
Banks and banking - Rough River Bank          V,19&20 
Barbecue bill - July, 4, 1887        V,7,3 
Barret, Rosa (Robinson), 1872-1995         IV,8,6; IV,13,2 
Beard, Agnes        IV,5,1 
Beard, Allen Murray         IV,4,1 
Beard, Carolyn        IV,5,1 
Beard, Graham E.        IV,4,1 
Beard, Sallie (Murray)         II,1,7; IV,4,1 
Beckler, Florence Gordon (Bridges), b.1906         IV,4,4 
Beckler, Gordon Faries, b. 1901         IV,4,4 
Bennett, Edgar, b. 1840         IV,4,5-6 
Bickel, George Robert, b. 1895         IV,4,2 
Bickel, Matalea (Mourning), b. 1903          IV,4,2 
Bickers, J. W.          II,4,5 
Bird, Lorena        IV,4,3 
Blain, William C., 1794-1874         II,4,8 
Boyd, Louise (Smith)          IV,8,7 
Boys’ Clubs of America        IV,11,2,5&7; IV,12,2,3,5&6 
Boys’ Town - Father Flanagan’s Boys’ Home, 1950-1960       IV,11,407; IV,12,1-5 
Brashear, Annie         II,3,3&4 
Breckinridge County 
Breckinridge County - American Red Cross      IV,11,3&6; IV,12,5&6 
Breckinridge County - Law practice, 1907-1908        IV,7,10 
Breckinridge, John Cabell, 1821-1975 - Invitations, 1895          II,4,5 
Breckinridge, Louise Rucks (Scott) Wing, 1845-1920      II,1,4; II,2,1&4; II,3,5; III,1,3; III,2,6;  
 IV,13,4 
Breckinridge, William Campbell Preston, 1837-1904      II,1,7; II,2,1; II,3,5 
Bridges, Florence Baker (Stine), 1868-1939        IV,4,4 
Brown, Anne H.            IV,4,6 
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Brown, Bart A., d. 1978         IV,4,5 
Brown, Edwin O., b. 1851           II,4,5 
Brown, Knox, Jr., 1884-1970         IV,4,6 
Brown, Miriam Hurley (Blackburn), b.1900         IV,4,6 
Brown, Preston W., 1775-1826         IV,13,11 
Browne, Katherine (Armstrong?), d. 1956        IV,7,11 
Buckner, James Francis, 1813-1889          II,2,1; IV,13,12 
Bush, Evelyn Russell (Board), 1871-1962         IV,4,7 
 
Cahal, Terry H.                    I,1,2 
Caldwell Institute - Danville, early 1860s          II,2,1 
Camp Chase, Ohio - Civil War - Prisoners and prisons          II,4,5 
Caneyville - Natural gas          II,5,1 
Caneyville Natural Gas Company        II,5,1 
Carpets - Aubusson         IV,4,13 
Carpets - Savonnerie          IV,4,13 
Carrier, Chester O.                IV,12,6 
Cauchois, Eleanor (Scott), 1894-1958         IV,2,6&7 
Cauchois, Reginald Wadsworth, d. 1960         IV,2,6&7 
Cauchois, Reginald Wadsworth, Jr., b. 1926            VI,2,6&7 
Celebrations - 4th of July, 1887          V,7,3 
Centre College - Commencement programs, 1889, 1891       III,2,4; IV,13,6 
Centre College - Grade cards, 1886-1887         III,2,4 
Centre College - Late 19th century         II,1,3; II,3,2; III,1,5&6; III,2,1 
Certificates - Election - State Senate, 1881         II,5,7 
Certificates - Election - U.S. House of Representatives, 1839        I,1,5 
Charities         IV,7,9; IV,10-12 
Chautauqua, New York - Hotels - Cary and Lebanon, 1950s        IV,4,8; IV,12,1; IV,12,3-6 
Chelf, Frank Leslie, 1907-1982            IV,4,9 
Chilton, Samuel, 1804-1867           I,1,2 
Children - Diseases - Treatment, 1853?           II,2,1 
Children's Hospital - Louisville         IV,11&12 
China - Travel and description - 1902        IV,2,1 
China - Travel and description - 1923       IV,1,4 
China - U. S. - Navy, 1902        IV,2,1 
Christ Church Cathedral - Louisville           IV,11,5&6; IV,13,8 
Churchill, Millie F., b. 1867 - Obituary          IV,13,2 
Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Company - Louisville           IV,4,5 
Citrus fruit industry - Florida         II,1,4; II,2,3; II, 4,2&8 
Civil War, 1861-1862          II,3,3 
Civil War - Calhoun            II,3,3 
Civil War - Civilian affairs         II,3,3 
Civil War - Confederate sympathizers         II,3,3 
Civil War - Prisoners and prisons - Camp Chase, Ohio           II,4,5 
Civil War - Texas - Confederate        II,2,1 
Clay Clubs, 1844         I,1,2 
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Clay, Henry, 1777-1852        I,1,2 
Clingman, Charles, 1883-1971        IV,4,10; IV,13,10&12 
Clingman, Elizabeth Florence (Core) "Bessie", 1885-1971        IV,4,10; IV,13,10 
Clubs - Kenton - Louisville         II,3,5; III,2,2 
Clubs - Louisville             II,3,5; III, 2,1&2; IV,12,5; IV,13,4 
Clubs - Pendennis - Louisville        III,2,1; IV,12,5; IV,13,4 
Collin, Erik           IV,10,3 
Colonial Dames of America, 1940-1960s        IV,4,4&6; IV,9,8; IV,11,2-7; IV,12,1-5 
Colorado - Travel and description, 1903         IV,1,5 
Commencements (Academic ceremonies) - Centre College, 1889         III,2,4 
Commencements (Academic ceremonies) - Virginia, U. of, 1927         IV,4,1 
Compositions and exercises, 1853          II,1,1 
Compositions and exercises, 1886      III,2,4 
Compositions and exercises, 1890s         IV,1,1a 
Concerts - Louisville - 20th Century - Comments on          IV,6,1 
Confederate States of America - Texas            II,2,1 
Confederate sympathizers          II,3,3 
Conklin, W. L., b. 1812            II,4,9; II,5,1 
Coolidge, Calvin, Pres. U.S., 1872-1933 - Relating to         IV,9,7 
Corbusier, Elinor (Moore)           IV,4,11 
Corbusier, Ida (Edwards), b. 1880            IV,4,11 
Corbusier, William "Billy"           IV,4,11 
Cornwell, C. L.            II,4,9 
Cort, Violet Berkeley (Price)          IV,5,8 
Cox, Josephine          IV,10; IV,11,5 
Craik, Charles Ewell, 1851-1929       IV,10,1; IV,13,4 
Craik, Nellie Hite (Wilder), 1870-1954          IV,10,7; IV,13,4 
Crayton, Lindsey (Walker)           IV,9,11 
Crittenden, John Jordan, 1787-1863 - Letters to, n.d.        II,5,6 
Crittenden, Thomas Leonidas, 1819-1893        II,3,3 
Crittenden, Thomas Theodore, 1832-1909         II,2,2 
Crutcher, Alice B., d. 1959      IV,4,12 
Cubbage, George A.               II,4,8&9; II,5,1&2; II,5,5&8 
Cummings, M. C.           III,I,5&6 
 
Dabney, William C., 1895?-1963 - Obituary        IV,13,2 
Danville - Schools - Caldwell Institute, early 1860s         II,2,1 
Danville - Schools - Henderson Institute, 1860        II,2,1 
Daviess County - Politics, 1844         I,1,2 
Davis family         IV,5,2 
Dawson, R. S.                  III,1,5&6 
Day, Mary B. R.                II,1,7; II,5,3 
Dean, Eli H., b. 1846                 II,4,7&8; II,5,1 
Dean, W. J., Jr.            II,4,8&9; II,5,2; III,1,5; III,2,1&2 
DeMasellis, Vincento             IV,10,3 
Democratic Party - National conventions - Charleston, S.C., 1860           II,4,5 
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Dentists, 1853?            II,2,1 
Diplomatic service - Ecuador, 1870s         II,1,4; II,2,1 
Diptheria, 1860             II,2,1 
Disasters - Andrea Doria, 1956         IV,2,7 
Disasters - Maxwell House Fire - Nashville, Tennessee, 1962        IV,6,5 
Disasters - Titanic, 1912         IV,13,2 
Diseases, 1853?, 1860             II,2,1 
Douglas, Rutherford E.               IV,10,5; IV,10,7 
Drawings - Green, Jennie?         IV,13,9 
Drawings - Hamill, Josephine F.           IV,5,5&9 
Drennon Springs - Henry County, 1853           II,2,1 
Drinking of alcoholic beverages, 1853?              II,2,1 
duBord, Andre           IV,4,13 
duBord, Roa (Higgin)           IV,4,13 
Dyer, Azro             II,4,5-9; II,5,2&3; III,2,2; IV,9,3; IV,10,3 
 
Eads, Harvey Lauderdale, 1807-1892        II,4,5 
Economic conditions - Early 19th century        I,1,1&2 
Ecuador - Diplomatic service, 1870s          II,1,4; II,2,1 
Ecuador - Travel and description, 1870s        II,2,1 
Edmonson County - Petroleum industry and trade - Speculation, 1865         II,4,5 
Education - Common schools, early         II,2,4 
Edwards, Ida H.                  IV,4,11 
Elections and election campaigns - Arkansas, 1886        III,1,5 
Elections and election campaigns, 1840-1844        I,1,2&5 
Elections and election campaigns - U. S., 1844         I,1,2 
Elizabethtown - Social life and customs - 20th century         IV,8,5 
Ely, James S.                   IV,10,1 
Ensminger, Will           IV,10,1 
Entertaining, 1853?               II,2,1 
Episcopal Church - Diocese of Kentucky           IV,4,10; IV,11,7; IV,12,1 
Episcopal churches - Louisville - Christ Church Cathedral          IV,11,5&6; IV,13,8 
Ericson, Nancy (Chadwick)          IV,4,8 
Eskridge, Arlie           IV,5,2 
Eskridge, George S., 1759-1827          II,4,8 
Eskridge, Morris, b. 1843               II,5,2 
Eskridge, Palmer           IV,5,2 
Eyes - Artificial          II,2,1; III,1,6 
 
Fairleigh, David W., 1853-1924         II,4,8&9 
Falls of Rough - Grayson County  
Falls of Rough - Green family employees           IV,5,1&2; IV,9,2 
Falls of Rough - Store accounts, 1862-1913              V 
Farms and farming              I; II,2,6; II,4&5; IV,5,1&5;V 
Fawcett, J. C.                  II,4,8 
Filson Club - Louisville, 1940-1956              IV,5,3; IV,9,4 
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Fires - Tennessee - Maxwell House, 1962         IV,6,5 
Fleming, Lafayette              II,3,3&4; III,1,4&5; III,2,1 
Fleming, Malvina (Green), b. 1893           II,1,6; II,3,3&4; III,1,4 
Fleming, William Bowyer, 1845-1918           II,4,7 
Florida - Citrus fruit industry           II,1,4; II,2,3; II,4,2,&8 
Florida - Dunedin        IV,2,8 
Florida - Property - Scott, Robert W.           II,2,3; II,4,2 
Florida - Social life and customs, 1933-1962         IV,1,4; IV,4,2; IV,5,5; IV,5,8&9; IV,7,7; IV,9,3; 
 IV,9,9-11; IV,10,12; IV,13,10 
Fogle, Alice (Porter), 1889?-1974          IV,5,4; IV,11,3&4 
Fogle, Danielle "Dannie"           IV,5,4 
Fogle, David             IV,5,4 
Fordsville - Social life and customs - 20th century         IV,8,7 
Fox, Fontaine Talbot, Jr., 1836-1929           II,1,7 
Frankfort Cemetery - Green family           IV,13,12 
Frankfort - Liberty Hall         IV,4,6; IV,7,3; IV,9,4&5; IV,9,8 
Frankfort - Social life and customs, 1850-1880          II,1&2 
Franklin County - Historic houses - Scotland         II,1,1&2 
Franklin County - Historic houses - Locust Hill         II,1,1; II,2,6 
Fraternities        III,1,5 
Freeman, Ethel (Cutler)           IV,5,5; IV,9,11 
Freeman, Leon            IV,5,5 
 
Gaar, Urith Lawrence "Lillian"             IV,5,6; IV,10,1 
Gaither, Nat[han]            II,4,5 
Gaither, Sue (Magoffin), d. 1866           II,4,1 
Gawthrop, Elizabeth Haldeman (Campbell),           IV5,8 
Genealogy - Brown family         IV,9,4; IV,13,11 
Genealogy - Green family         IV,1,9; IV,5,7; IV,13,1 
Genealogy - Scott family        II,2,5; IV,5,7; IV,9,4, IV,13,1 
Genealogy - Wilmot family         II,2,2 
Germany - Travel and description, 1912          IV,10,3; IV,13,3 
Gist, W. Rector              II,1,7 
Givens, James M.             II,I,5&6; II,2,1&2 
Goodson, Mary (Allen)           IV,1,9 
Gosnell, Jess T., 1856           II,4,7-9; II,5,2&3 
Graham, J. C.              II,5,2&3; II,5,6; III,2,2 
Grant, Ulysses Simpson, Pres. U.S., 1822-1885 - Comments about, 1869        II,2,1 
Grayson County 
Grayson County - Banks and banking - Rough River Bank         V,19,20 
Grayson County - Hospitals         IV,12,1-4&6 
Grayson County - Merchants 
Grayson Springs, 1867, 1870        II,1,3&6 
Great Britain - Travel and description, 1929          IV,1,4 
Green and Barren River Navigation Company         II,4,3 
Green, Ann (Allen), 1795-1877           II,1,6;II,3,3&4, II,5,9 
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Green Brothers Farm - Falls of Rough            III; IV,5,1&2; IV,13,12,V 
Green, Charles S.             II,4,5 
Green family - Correspondence         II,1,5; II,3,3&4; III,1,4; IV,1 
Green family - Frankfort cemetery       IV,13,12 
Green, Isaac, d. 1845           I,1,6 
Green, Jennie Scott, 1879-1965          II,1,3; II,3,2; III,1,4; III,2,5&6; IV,V 
Green, Jennie Scott, 1879-1965 - Sketch of?         IV,13,9 
Green, Lafayette, 1835-1907         I,1,2; II,1,1&2; II,3-5; III,1,2; III,2,2; IV,1,2; IV,13,2&4;  
 IV,13,12 
Green, Lafayette, 1835-1907 - Photos       IV,13,2 
Green, Morgan, b. 1805              I,1,2 
Green, Napoleon             II,3,3 
Green, Preston Scott, 1877-1945       II,1,3; II,3,2; III,1,4; III,2,5; IV,1,2&5; V 
Green, Rebecca Eleanor (Scott) "Ella", 1841-1896         II,1; II,2,1; II,3; III,1,1&4; III,2,5; 
 IV,1,2&5; IV,10,3; IV,13,4 
Green, Robert Scott, 1882-1943             II,3,2; III,1,4; III,2,6; IV,1,3&4;V 
Green, Thomas Marshall, 1837-1904         II,5,2 
Green, Willis, 1794?-1862           I,1; II,3,3; IV,13,12 
Green, Willis, 1794?-1862 - Circular - Political, 1841         I,1,5 
Green, Willis, 1794?-1862 - Photos         IV,13,12 
Green, Willis, 1870-1944          II,1,3; II,2,1; II,3,2; II,4,4; III; IV,1,2&3; IV,13,2; V 
Green, W. O.              III,1,5&6; III,2,3 
Gristmills            II,4,6; V,21,7-10 
Guatemala - Travel and description, 1949            IV,11,3 
 
Haldeman, Anne Bruce, b. 1903          IV,5,8 
Haldeman, Annie Ford (Milton), 1873-1949           IV,5,8 
Haldeman, Bruce, 1862-1948           IV,5,8 
Haldeman, Jane (Norton), b. 1909           IV,5,8 
Haldeman, Walter Newman, III, b. 1900               IV,5,8 
Hall, C. Wesley             II,4,8 
Hall, Walter G.              III,1,5&6; III,2,1&3 
Hamill, Josephine (F.), d. 1947         II,2,2; IV,5,9 
Hamill, Josephine (F.) - Drawings        IV,5,5&9 
Harrison, John                IV,10,1 
Hart, John H., b. 1851            II,5,3 
Hartford, Ellis Ford, 1905-1980           IV,12,4&7 
Harvard University, 1887         III,1,5 
Haynes, Fay T. (Kendall)          IV,6,1 
Haynes, George A[lbert]           IV,6,2 
Haynes, Lois             IV,6,2 
Hazelrigg, Dyke Landeman, 1881-1970        IV,11,5 
Helm, Emily Todd           II,1,6; II,3,5 
Henderson Institute - Danville - 1860s         II,2,1 
Henderson, Wathen Board, 1877-1957            IV,6,3 
Hennen, Ham S.            IV,10,1 
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Herndon, Elizabeth (Chandler), b.1878?              IV,6,4&5 
Henry County - Drennon Springs, 1853              II,2,1 
Henry County - Schools - Western Military Institute, 1853         II,2,1 
Hewitt, Lafayette, b. 1831                 II,4,6&7 
Higgins, Josephine (P.)             IV,6,6 
Hilliard, Edward Hobbs, 1882-1965         IV,6,7; IV,13,2 
Hilliard, Elizabeth (Haldeman) Campbell, 1896-1956          IV,5,8 
Hilliard, Isaac, 1880-1970         IV,10-12; IV,13,12 
Hilliard, Nanine (Irwin)             IV,6,7 
Hill, Samuel Ewing, b. 1844            II,4,7-9 
Historic houses - Franklin County - Locust Hill   II,1,1; II,2,6 
Historic houses - Liberty Hall - Frankfort         IV,4,6 
Historic houses - Scotland - Franklin County          II,1,1&2 
Historic houses - Waveland - Lexington         IV,12,4 
Holbrook, Mary (Smith)            IV,8,7 
Holloway, Anne (F.), d. 1948?          IV,7,7 
Holloway, John G.                  I,1,2 
Home economics - Rural    
Hospitals - Grayson County           IV,12,1-4&6 
Hospitals - Louisville - Children's          IV,11&12 
Hospitals - Louisville - St. Anthony's, 1948         IV,4,2 
Hotels - Medical practice - 20th century         IV,9,9 
Hotels - Michigan - Wequetonsing          IV,11,3,5&6;IV,12,6 
Hotels - Tennessee - Nashville, 20th Century            IV,6,4&5 
Housing - Washington, D. C., 1940-1960          IV,7,1&11 
Hubbard, Murray R.                  III,1,6 
Hudson, Nannie J. (Green)              II,3,4; III,1,4 
Huffaker, Marguerite (Willard), b. 1894              IV,11,5&6 
Huston, Mathilde (Macgregor)              IV,7,6 
Hyde, Condict (Freeman)            IV,5,5 
 
Indians - Oklahoma            III,2,2 
Indian Territory - Law practice           III,2,2 
Inland water transportation           I,1,1&2 
Integration and segregation - Racial           IV,4,1 
Invitations, 1859 - Breckinridge, John Cabell, 1821-1875           II,4,5 
Invitations - Commencement - Louisville Collegiate School, 1941          IV,5,8 
Invitations - Commencement - Louisville Medical School, 1902        IV13,4 
Invitations - Commencement - The McCallie School - Chattanooga, Tennessee, 1958        
 IV,4,6 
Invitations - Wedding             IV,13,4 
Invitations - Wedding - Recall         IV,13,4 
Invitations - Wedding - Swiss, 1909          IV,10,3 
Irving, Sir Henry, 1838-1905 - Comments about, 1896        IV,7,6 
 
Jaglowicz gowns - Louisville           IV,10,7 
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Jaglowicz, Jessie M.                 IV,10,4&6; IV,11,4 
Jaglowicz, Joseph H.                IV,10,7; IV,12,7 
James, P. W.              II,4,9; II,5,1 
Japan - Travel and description, 1923            II,2,2;III,2,6; IV,1,4 
Jefferson County - Schools - Louisville Training School, Beechmont          II,5,3 
Jerry, Louise C.                 IV,11,6&7; IV,12,1&3 
Johnston, Josiah Stoddard, 1833-1913         II,4,8; IV,13,4 
Jolly, Jessie              IV,7,1 
Jolly, Percy, d. 1946           IV,7,1 
Jones, Leibe            II,1,7; III,2,1-3; IV,10,1 
 
Keely, May Bodine (Walker), b. 1888            IV,5,1; IV,9,9-11 
Kenton Club - Louisville             II,3,5; III,2,2 
Kentucky Fish and Game Club         II,5,2&9 
Kentucky Heart Association, Inc.         IV,11,5; IV,12 
Kentucky Home School, 1890s        IV,7,6 
Kentucky Military Institute        II,1,1, II,2,1; II,4,4; III,1,5; IV,11,2 
Kentucky Society for Crippled Children           IV,11,1&3; IV,11,5-7; IV,12,1&2 
Kentucky Tuberculosis Association          IV,10,5 
Kentucky Wesleyan College          IV,12,3 
Kerig, Dorothy Perkins (Pierson)             IV,4,11 
Kincheloe, Jesse W., b. 1805              I,1,2&4 
Kinney, Fannie (Allen)             II,3,3 
Kirby, Mary Ellen "Kitty"            IV,1,9 
Kirby, Samuel B.             IV,1,9; IV,13,4 
Knott, James Proctor, 1830-1911            II,4,5&6 
Knowles, Chester A., b. 1933             IV,7,2 
Knox, Susan Ricker, d. 1959          IV,5,9 
Kosair Crippled Children's Hospital          IV,10-12 
Lancasterian School, 1817            I,1,4 
Latimer, Walter Evans             III,2,1 
Law practice         I,1,1; II,4&5 
Law practice - Breckinridge County, 1907-1908           IV,7,10 
Law practice - Indian territory          III,2,2 
Law practice - New York, 1920s          IV,9,7 
Law - Study of           III,1,5&6; III,2,1 
Lawrence, J. Fry            II,1,7; II,4,7-9; II,5,1&2; III,2,2 
Lawrence, Julia           III,1,6; III,2,1; IV,1,9 
Lawrence, Mary Green            II,3,4; II,5,4; IV,1,9; IV,13,7 
Layman, J. R.             IV,8,5 
Leitchfield - Natural gas, 1899          II,4,8&9; II,5,1 
Leitchfield Natural Gas Company, 1889         II,4,8&9; II,5,1 
Leland, Louise, d. 1956?           IV,5,8 
Lewis, James A.          II,4,8 
Lexington - Historic houses - Waveland            IV,12,4 
Liberty Hall - Frankfort          IV,4,6; IV,7,3; IV,9,4&5; IV,9,8 
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Liberty Hall - Frankfort - Photos         IV,7,3 
Librarian of the Supreme Court, 1947-1959           IV,7,11 
Licenses, Retail         II,5,8 
Little, Lucius Powhattan, 1836-1918         II,4,5&7 
Little Rock, Arkansas - Election, 1886          III,1,5 
Locofocos, 1844        I,1,2 
Locust Hill - Franklin County         II,1,1; II,2,6 
Louisiana - Reconstruction (Post Civil War Period), 1868          II,1,2 
Louisiana - Yellow fever, 1834           I,1,1 
Louisville - Banks and banking - Citizens Fidelity Bank and Trust Company      IV,4,5 
Louisville - Churches - Episcopal - Christ Church Cathedral          IV,11,5&6; IV,13,8 
Louisville Collegiate School - Commencement invitation, 1941           IV,5,8 
Louisville - Concerts - Comments about - 20th century         IV,6,1 
Louisville - Hospitals - Children's         IV,11&12 
Louisville - Hospitals - St. Anthony's, 1948          IV,4,2 
Louisville - Kenton Club         II,3,5; III,2,2 
Louisville Medical School - Commencement invitation, 1902         IV,13,4 
Louisville Philharmonic Society        IV,11,1&2; IV,11,5 
Louisville - Retail stores         IV,1,1b 
Louisville, St. Louis and Texas Railway Company           II,4,8&9; II,5,1&9; III,2,1 
Louisville - Schools - Kentucky Home School, 1890s       IV,7,6 
Louisville - Social life and customs - 19th and 20th centuries 
Louisville Symphony Orchestra - 20th century - Performances - Comments about      IV,6,1 
Louisville Training School - Beechmont       II,5,3 
Louisville - Truth Center Reading Room          IV,10,4 
Louisville, University of - Medical School, 1960s         IV,4,1 
Lumber - Industry and trade        I,1,1; II,4,7-9; II,5; V,21,4&5 
 
McBeath, Thomas R.              II,4,6 
McCallie School - Chattanooga, Tennessee - Commencement - Invitation, 1958     IV,4,6 
McCaughen, Cal[vin?] Burr          IV,7,4 
McCaughen, Maud Alice             IV,7,4 
McFerran, Josephine, d. 1952       IV,7,5 
McGee, Joseph Russell                IV,3,6 
McGee, Joseph Russell - Photos         IV,3,6 
McGee, Mary Eleanor (Perry), b. 1931              IV,3,6 
McGee, Mary Eleanor (Perry), b. 1931 - Photos          IV,3,6 
McHenry, Henry Davis, Jr., 1862-1887          IV,13,5 
McHenry, Idabelle, H. (MaBelle)           II,1,7; III,2,2 
McHenry, John Jay             II,1,5&6; III,3,1-3; IV,13,4 
McKenzie, James Andrew, 1840-1904           II,5,1; II,4,8 
 
Maine - South Berwick, 1931-1959          IV,5,9 
Major, Mary Agnes Morton (Willson), b. 1889?             IV,2,2 
Major, Mary (Scott), 1839-1885           II,1,2&4; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,2,3 
Major, Samuel Ire Monger, 1830-1886           II,2,1; II,3,5 
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Major, Samuel Ire Monger, Jr., 1877-1952         II,3,5; II,5,2; III,1,3; III,2,6; IV,2,1 
Marble, Dwight N.                 III,1,5; III,2,1 
Marshall, Roberta              IV,8,2 
Matous, Maud (Turner)               IV,10,5&6; IV,11,6 
Maxwell House - Fire - Nashville, Tennessee, 1962          IV,6,5 
Maxwell House - 20th century             IV,6,4&5 
Meador, Mollie M.               IV,1,9 
Medical bills - Green, Jennie, 1952-1953          IV,11,7 
Medical education - 20th century           IV,4,1 
Medical practice - Hotels - 20th century          IV,9,9 
Medicine - North Carolina, 1956-1961          IV,3,7 
Medicine - Pennsylvania, 1950s           IV,3,7 
Medicine - Prescriptions and remedies           I,1,1 
Membership cards             II,5,7 
Menefee, Edith, d. 1958        IV,11,7; IV,12,1&2 
Mental health facilities          IV,5,6; IV,9,6 
Merchants - Grayson County 
Merrill, Grace (F?), d. 1949        IV7,7 
Merrill, Laurie Mary             IV,7,7 
Methodist churches - Falls of Rough - Clergy, 1895        IV,1,3 
Mexico - Travel and description, 1864        II,4,5 
Mexico - Travel and description, 1936-1939; 1951        IV,5,9;IV,8,5 
Michigan - Hotels - Wequetonsing           IV,11,3,5&6; IV,12,6 
Military posts - Social life and customs - 20th century         IV,4,11 
Miller, Jennie (Short), b. 1856           II,1,6; II,3,3&4; III,1,4 
Miller, J. T.               II,3,3&4; III,1,4 
Milton, William Agun, 1844-1928           II,2,2; IV,13,12 
Minor, Jennie D.              II,5,3 
Mitchell, Henrietta Reese (Scott) "Etta", 1849-1929           II,1,4&5; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3; IV,2,3 
Mollard, W. B.              IV,4,8 
Montgomery, Alexander Brooks, 1837-1910           II,4,9; II,5,1 
Moore, Mary (Taylor) Leiper, 1885-1973           IV,7,8 
Moorman, Aubrey, 1892-1954           IV,7,9 
Moorman, Charles H.           IV,10,2; IV,10,3 
Moorman, Ed             II,4,6 
Moorman, Florence (Fleming), b. 1861?                 II,1,6; II,3,3&4; III,1,4; IV,1,9 
Moorman, Henry DeHaven, 1880-1939            IV,7,10 
Moorman, Lewis J., 1875?-1954        IV,7,9 
Moorman, Margaret (Hughes), b. 1897         IV,7,9 
Morris, Catherine (M.)            IV,9,3 
Morris, T.                                     II,5,3&4 
Morton, Thruston Ballard, 1907-1982           IV,1,1b; IV,12,2 
Murray, David Rodman, b. 1847             I 
Musical criticism - Louisville - Concerts, 1940s-1950s         IV,6,1 
Music and musical affairs - Louisville - Comments about, 20th century        IV,6,1 
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Naples, Florida - Social life and customs, 1933-1962         IV,1,4; IV,4,2; IV,5,5,8&9; IV,7,7; 
 IV,9,3; IV,9,9-11; IV,10-12; IV,13,10 
Naples Hotel - Naples-on-the-Gulf, Florida         IV,13,10 
Nashville, Tennessee - Hotels - Maxwell House - Fire, 1962        IV,6,4&5 
Nashville, Tennessee - Hotels - Maxwell House, 20th century          IV,6,4&5 
Natcher, William Huston, 1909-1994             IV,1,1b; IV,12,2 
Natural gas - Caneyville        II,5,1 
Natural gas - Leitchfield, 1889           II,4,8&9;II,5,1 
Naval life - Philippines, 1906-1909           III,1,1&3; IV,2,1 
Newman, Helen, b. 1904               IV,7,1 
Newman, Helen H. (Armstrong), d.1939        IV,7,1 
New York, NY - Emergency rent laws of 1920 - Enforcement          IV,9,7 
New York - Law practice, 1920s         IV,9,7 
Nobbe, Mary (Owen), d. 1949?           IV,1,9 
Noland, Hulbert V., 1896?-1971            IV,10,7; IV,11,1 
North Carolina - Medicine, 1956-1961          IV,3,7 
Northey, Mary R.               IV,10,5; IV,12,7 
Norton, Jane (Helm)              IV,5,8 
Notebooks - Green, Lafayette             II,5,7 
Noyes, Edmund H.                IV,8,1 
 
Oklahoma - Indians            III,2,2 
Ordway, Mollie (Hamill)              IV,5,9 
Otter, James H.                III,1,5&6 
Owen, Eliza                II,4,5&6; II,5,4&9 
Owen, R. J.             III,1,5 
Owensboro - Falls of Rough and Green River Railroad              II,4,8&9 
Owensboro - Social life and customs, 1865?           II,2,1 
 
Paducah and Elizabethtown Railroad Company           II,4,6 
Paducah - Social life and customs, 1887            III,1,5 
Paintings - Conservation and restoration           IV,7,4 
Palmer, Evelyn (Bush), b. 1898              IV,4,7 
Palmer, William P.              IV,4,7 
Panama - Travel and description, 1870             II,2,1 
Parenthood, 1853            II,2,1 
Parrent, Sarah                 IV,7,3 
Passes, complimentary             II,5,7 
Passports - Green, Willis, 1923                III,2,2 
Patten, George Holmes?, 1876-1942 - Obituary              IV,10,7 
Patterson, William Andrew, 1868-1895                II,1,7 
Pendennis Club               III,2,1; IV,12,5; IV,13,4 
Pennsylvania - Medicine, 1950s         IV,3,7 
Pension - Claims            I,1,2 
Perry, Edward Joseph, Jr. "Joe", b. 1897            IV,3,6 
Perry, Edward Joseph, III, "Joe", b. 1923 - Photos         IV,3,6 
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Perry family (Houston, Texas)          IV,3,2-6 
Perry, Fran - Photos           IV,3,6 
Perry, [John] Stewart, b. 1912              IV,3,5 
Perry, Judd Lewis, 1926 - Photos             IV,3,6 
Perry, Louise Graham (Scott), 1866-1953           II,1,4; II,3,5; III,1,3-4; IV,3,2 
Perry, Mary Ellen, 1891-1956              III,1,3; Iv,3,3&4 
Perry, Marjorie (Lewis)             IV,3,6 
Perry, Melanie, b. 1893               IV,3,4 
Perry, Millie - Photos          IV,3,6 
Perry Virginia (Coombs)                IV,3,5 
Peter, Arthur, 1876?-1943              IV,8,2 
Peter, Arthur J.               IV,8,2 
Peter, Edith (Marshall)                IV,8,2 
Peter, Humphrey Marshall, d. 1959           IV,8,2 
Petroleum industry and trade - Speculation - Edmonson County, 1865           II,4,5 
Pheasants           IV,8,3 
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity             III 
Philanthropy - Personal - Green, Jennie          IV,7,2 
Philippines - Naval life, 1906-1909          III,1,1&3; IV,2,1 
Pickerill, Jane (M.)           IV,6,6 
Pierson, Phyllis (Corbusier)           IV,4,11 
Political patronage            I,1,1 
Politics, 1881-1884               II,4,6 
Politics - Republican - Personal opinion, 1940s-1950s           IV,7,1 
Politics - U. S. and Kentucky, 1840-1845          I,1,2&5 
Polk, James Knox, President U.S., 1795-1849           I,1,5 
Ponies - Shetland           II,4,9; II,5,1&3 
Porter, Elliott C., b. 1900                 IV,5,1; IV,8,3 
Porter, Elvis Hines, 1850?-1935             II,5,1 
Postal service - Employees - Falls of Rough           II,5,5 
Postal service - Post office account books - Falls of Rough           V,24&25 
Posture, 1860            II,2,1 
Price, Florence (Haldeman), 1893-1977            IV,5,8 
Princeton Collegiate Institute         II,3,2; II,5,3; III,2,6; IV,1,2-4; IV,8,4; IV,9,1; IV,10,1; IV,13,7 
Princeton - Schools - Princeton Collegiate Institute       II,3,2;II,5,3; III,2,6; IV,1,2-4; IV,8,4; 
 IV,9,1; IV,10,1; IV,13,7 
Produce - Account books        V,21,5&6 
 
Railroads           II,4 
Rauch, Marjorie Louise (Perry), b. 1931                 IV,3,6 
Rauch, Marjorie Louise (Perry), b. 1931 - Photos          IV,3,6 
Rauch, Richard William - Photos            IV,3,6 
Rebus           III,2,1 
Reconstruction (Post Civil War Period) - Louisiana, 1868             II,1,2 
Religion - Comments about, 1854            II,2,1 
Reminiscences - Titanic  - Disaster, 1912          IV,13,2 
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Rent control - New York, NY, 1920        IV,9,7 
Report cards - Schools - Centre College, 1886-1887           III,2,4 
Republican Party - Politics - Personal opinion, 1940s-1950s         IV,7,1 
Richmond, Annie M. (Gordon)             IV,8,4 
Richmond, John M., b. 1848                IV,8,4 
Ridgely, Benjamin H.                 II,1,7; III,2,1 
Ridgely, Kate Ewing (Eaches)                III,1,6; III,2,1 
Ritenour, Margaret Craig (Richmond)              IV,8,4 
Robertson, Ann Elizabeth               IV,8,5 
Robertson, Blanche (E.)          IV,8,5 
Robertson, Joe M.               IV,1,1b; IV,1,8 
Robertson, Lucy T.             IV,8,5; IV,13,12 
Robertson, Willie J.            IV,1,8 
Robinson, Marie Lewis (Booker)            IV,11,5&6 
Robinson, Preston Johnston           IV,8,6 
Rough River Bank - Grayson County             V,19&20 
Rucks, James, 1791-1862             II,2,1 
 
St. Anthony's Hospital - Louisville, 1948          IV,4,2 
St. Mary's School, Sewanee, Tennessee - Commencement invitation, 1960        IV,4,6 
Salvation Army          IV,11,2 
Savage, H. Foster          IV,10,2&3 
Sawmill - Account books         V,21,4&5 
Schneider, Marie Dodd (Semple)        IV,11,3&4; IV,11,6&7; IV,12,1&2; IV,12,7 
Schools - Common, early           II,2,4 
Schools - Danville, early 1860s             II,2,1 
Schools - Jefferson County - Louisville Training School            II,5,3 
Schools - Kentucky Home School, 1890s           IV,7,6 
Schools - Lancasterian School, 1817            I,1,4 
Schools - Report cards - Centre College, 1886-1887          III,2,4 
Schools - Western Military Institute - Henry County, 1853          II,2,1 
Schools - West Kentucky College - South Carrollton            II,5,3 
Scotland - Historic houses - Franklin County         II,1,1&2 
Scott, Campbell, 1869-1960         III,3,5; III,1,3&5; IV,2,6&7; IV,5,1 
Scott, Elizabeth Brown "Lizzie", 1843-1925            II,2,1; III,1,3; IV,2,4 
Scott, Elizabeth (Linn) "Betty"              IV,2,8 
Scott, Elizabeth Watts (Brown), 1811-1886         II,1,4&5; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3 
Scott, Ellen (Melvin)            II,1,4 
Scott, Eugenia (Jefferson) "Jean", d.1958          IV,2,8 
Scott family - Correspondence          II,1,4; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3; IV, 2; IV,3 
Scott, G. W.           II,4,7&8 
Scott, Jane E. (Campbell) "Jennie", 1840-1907        II,1,4&5; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,2,3; III,2,6 
Scott, Jessie            IV,3,1 
Scott, Joel T., 1834-1855           II,2,1 
Scott, John Orlando, 1837-1907           II,1,4; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3 
Scott, Morgan B.               I,1,2 
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Scott, Nellie Mansfield (Smith), d. 1949          IV,2,6 
Scott, Preston Brown, 1832-1900          II,1,4&5; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3 
Scott, Preston Brown, 1871-1955         IV,3,1 
Scott, Robert Wilmot, 1808-1884          II,1,4&5; II,2,1-6; II,3,5; III,1,3; IV,13,12 
Scott, Robert Wilmot, 1808-1884 - Photos         IV13,12 
Scott, Robert Wilmot, 1869-1903        II,2,1; III,1,3 
Scott, Rumsey Wing, b. 1876          II,1,4; II,2,1; II,3,5; III,1,3; III,2,6; IV,2,8 
Scott, Stephen G.            I,1,2 
Scott, Stewart Melvin, b. 1926           IV,3,7 
Scott, Thomas Preston, b. 1907           IV,2,8 
Scott, Yvonne Elizabeth (Traxler)          IV,3,7 
Scudder, Laura C.           II,5,3&4 
Scudder, Richard B., d. 1895           II,4,8; II,5,2; III,2,2 
Sebastian, Benjamin, c. 1745-1834           I,1,6 
See, Frank N.              III,1,5&6; III,2,1 
Sellers, Paulding Foote            IV,10,1 
Seminole Indians, 1930         IV,5,5 
Setters (Dogs)            IV,11,2 
Sewanee, Tennessee - University of the South           II,1,5 
Shetland ponies         II,4,9; II,5,1&3 
Short, Allie Belle (Williams?) Trent             IV,1,6 
Short, Arrie (Green), d. 1955       II,1,6; II,3,4 
Short, Cary (Cottrell), d. 1949       IV,1,7 
Short, Elizabeth (Green) "Lizzie"          II,1,6; II,3,3&4 
Short, Emma (Reed), d. 1946        IV,1,6 
Short, George, b. 1927           IV,1,7 
Short, George Ford, b. 1889?         IV,1,6 
Short, George W.           II,3,3&4; III,1,4; IV,1,7 
Short, Judy          IV,1,7 
Short, Lafe, d. 1946        IV,1,7 
Short, Lillie            II,3,3 
Short, Margaret Ann (Wahlgren)           IV,1,7 
Short, Mary (Moore?)         IV,1,7 
Short, Willis G.               IV,1,7 
Short, Willis Green            II,3,3&4; II,5,6; III,1,4; IV,1,7 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity          III,1,5 
Skillman, Charles Bowmer         III,1,6 
Skillman, Orville T.               III,1,5&6; III,2,1&2; IV,10,1 
Skins and hides          II,2,6 
Slavery - Fugitive slaves            I,1,1 
Slavery - Hiring?           I,1,4 
Slave - Trade          I,1,1&4&6 
Smart, Walter S.              IV,11,2; IV,10,3 
Smith, Marion (H.)          IV,8,8 
Smith, Shell R.               IV,9,1 
Smith, Simon B.            IV,8,8 
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Snyder, G. T. "Jim"          IV,8,7&8 
Social life and customs 
Social life and customs - Elizabethtown - 20th century          IV,8,5 
Social life and customs - Fordsville - 20th century         IV,8,7 
Social life and customs - Florida, 1933-1962        IV,1,4; IV,4,2; IV,5,5,8&9; IV,7,7; IV9,3;  
 IV,9,1-11; IV,10,12; IV,13,10 
Social life and customs - Frankfort, 1850-1880          II,1&2 
Social life and customs - Louisville - 19th and 20th centuries 
Social life and customs - Military posts - 20th century          IV,4,11 
Social life and customs - Owensboro, 1865?           II,2,1 
Sommer, Martha (Fogle)           IV,5,4 
South Berwick, Maine, 1931-1959        IV,5,9 
South Carrollton - Schools - West Kentucky College        II,5,3 
Spanish-American War, 1898 - Naval operations          II,3,5 
Sparrow, Mildred M.           IV,9,2 
Spaulding, Gwin           IV,5,2 
Speeches - Green, Willis, 1794?-1862          I,1,3&5 
Speeches, 1888, n.d. - Green, Willis, 1794?-1862            III,2,4 
Spiritualism         IV,11,1 
Sprague, Chastine (Macgregor), b.1872             IV,7,6 
Sprague, Helena (Miller)              IV,1,9 
Springs, 1853           II,2,1 
Springs - Grayson County, 1867, 1870          II,1,3&6 
Stanford, George Islwyn, Jr.         IV,9,3 
Stanford, Grace (M.), d. 1949        IV,9,3 
Stanley, Augustus Owsley, 1867-1958         III,2,1 
Stanton, Henry Thompson, 1834-1898         II,1,7 
Stark, Margaret           IV,4,8 
Stephens, J. G., Jr.           III,1,5 
Stewart, Grace Eleanor (Jones)             IV,2,1; IV,2,3 
Stewart, Joseph Adger, 1877-1954         IV,9,4&5 
Stewart's Dry Goods - Louisville       IV,1,1b 
Stone, Annie Mary         IV,9,6 
Stone, George W., b. 1846        II,4,7&8; II,5,3 
Store accounts - Falls of Rough, 1862-1913        V 
Stotesbury, Louis William, 1870-1948        IV,9,7 
Students, 1853           II,2,1 
Swenson, Mary Alice (Scott) "Mollie", b. 1932               IV,2,6&7 
Swine - Diseases            II,2,6 
Switzerland - Weddings - Invitations, 1909            IV,10,3 
 
Taft, William Howard, Pres. U.S., 1857-1930 - Relating to, 1907         IV,2,1 
Teeth - Extractions, 1853?            II,2,1 
Temperance - Societies, 1853          II,2,1 
Tennessee - Fires - Nashville - Maxwell House, 1962           IV,6,5 
Tennessee - Nashville - Maxwell House - Fire, 1962            IV,6,5 
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Tennessee - Schools - Commencement invitations, 1960          IV,4,6 
Terry, Dame Ellen, 1848-1928 - Comments about, 1896        IV,7,6 
Texas - Civil War - Confederate States of America           II,2,1 
Texas - Travel and description, 1864          II,4,5 
Thomas, Ed               II,4,5&6; II,5,3 
Thomas, Samuel H.             IV,10,3 
Tilford, James Y.             II,4,7; II,5,4 
Tinsley, Ben W.            IV,11,2 
Titanic  - Disaster, 1912 - Reminiscences            IV,13,2 
Tobacco - Account books        V,21,1-3 
Tobacco - Crop and market conditions, 1818         I,1,1 
Tobacco - Trade        I,1,1; I,1,4&5; II,4,6-8; II,5,8 
Todd, Rosa B.             II,1,7; II,5,4 
Trabue, Alice Elizabeth, 1876-1961        IV,9,8 
Trabue, Robert Berry            III,2,1 
Travel and description - China, 1902;1923         IV,1,4;IV,2,1 
Travel and description - Colorado, 1903          IV,1,5 
Travel and description - Ecuador, 1870s         II,2,1 
Travel and description - Germany, 1912          IV,10,3; IV,13,3 
Travel and description - Great Britain, 1929           IV,1,4 
Travel and description - Guatemala, 1949         IV,11,3 
Travel and description - Japan, 1923        III,2,2; III,2,6; IV,1,4 
Travel and description - Mexico, 1864         II,4,5 
Travel and description - Mexico, 1936-1939; 1951             IV,5,9;IV,8,5 
Travel and description - Panama, 1870         II,2,1 
Travel and description - Texas, 1864           II,4,5 
Truth Center Reading Room - Louisville            IV,10,4 
 
United States - Army Air Forces - Aviation cadets - Training, 1942          IV,9,3 
United States - Army Air Forces - Officers' military and personal papers - World War II, 1939-
 1945       IV,9,3 
United States - Army - Judge Advocate - France, 1918         IV,7,10 
United States - Naval Academy - Students, 1890s         II,3,5 
United States - Naval Academy - Students - Monthly reports, 1890s           II,3,5 
United States - Navy - China, 1902             IV,2,1 
United States - Navy - Officers' Naval and personal papers, 1895-1951     II,3,5; II,5,2; III,1,3; I
 III,2,6; IV,2,1 
United States - Navy - Philippine Islands, 1906-1909         III,1,3; IV,2,1 
United States - Supreme Court - Librarian, 1947-1959          IV,7,11 
Universities and colleges - Harvard University, 1887            III,1,5 
Universities and colleges - Kentucky Wesleyan College          IV,12,3 
Universities and colleges - University of Louisville - Medical School, 1960s        IV,4,1 
Universities and colleges - University of the South           II,1,5 
Upton, Lorna           IV,10,6; IV,11,1&2; IV,12,7 
 
Van Buren, Martin, Pres. U.S., 1782-1862 - Comments about, 1841       I,1,2 




Wainwright, Jonathan Mayhew, 1883-1953       IV,4,11 
Walker, Emma (Nevins), 1881?-1961       IV,7,9; IV,12,2&7 
Washington, D.C. - Housing, 1940-1960       IV,7,1&11 
Watkins, W.                     II,4,5 
Waveland - Lexington          IV,12,4 
Weddings - Invitations           IV,13,4 
Weddings - Invitations - Recall           IV,13,4 
Weddings - Invitations - Switzerland, 1909          IV,10,3 
Weir, James, 1821-1906        I,1,2 
Wequetonsing Hotel - Wequetonsing, Michigan         IV,11,3,5&6; IV,12,6 
West Kentucky College - South Carrollton         II,5,3 
Western Military Institute - Henry County, 1853             II,2,1 
White, William Lee             IV,11,2 
Wicker, Marion (Bailey)          IV,11,7; IV,12,1&2; IV,12,6 
Wiley, Burnett Pearson,           IV,2,3 
Wiley, Henrietta (Mitchell) "Etta", b.1885        II,3,5; IV,2,3 
Williams, Frank B.             IV,10,2; IV,11,4 
Williams, G. W.                I,1,2 
Williams, Harriett         IV,10,2; IV,11,4 
Wing, Edward Rumsey, 1843-1874           II,1,4; II,2,1; II,3,5; IV,13,4&12 
Winn, Robert H.               III,1,5&6; III,1,1&2 
Withrow, Thomas             II,1,2 
Woodruff, Frank L.             II,1,3; IV,2,5 
Woodruff, Jane Proctor (Scott), 1865-1928          II,1,3; IV,2,5 
Wool industry and trade          II,2,6 
Work, Arrie (Robertson), d. 1960           IV,1,8 
World War II, 1939-1945 - Military life          IV,9,3 
World War II, 1939-1945 - Pacific Ocean area            IV,1,6 
World War II,1939-1945 - Prisoners and prisons       IV,9,3 
World War II, 1939-1945 - Ration books - Green, Jeanie         IV,13,10 
Wortham, James S., b. 1849            II,4,9; II,5,1&3 
 
Yellow Fever - Louisiana, 1834             I,1,1 
Yellowstone National Park, 1960-1962          IV,4,1 
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